
It was a pleasant surprise for this 
Hertfordshire couple that, when 
bringing together all the best 
ideas they had encountered, all 
over the world, to create their 
own swimming pool that the 
final piece would be revolutionary 
technology that was made right on 
their doorstep.
These days no pool is complete without the latest Audio 
Visual (AV). Here was no different, but with the extra proviso: 
the AV system had to be in harmony with the rest of the 
pool decor. Today most of the technology can be hidden but 
how do you install loudspeakers without leaving a blemish 
on the interior design?

The answer is Amina Invisible Loudspeakers. These are manufactured in 
Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, the home of the UK loudspeaker industry, 
and only 50 miles from this couple. Amina Invisible Loudspeakers do 
exactly what they say: simply mount in the wall or ceiling, plaster skim 
over, decorate and they’re invisible. 

Not only do Amina Loudspeakers have zero visual impact they also 
produce audio in a highly diffuse manner. The result of this is sound 
that sweeps through large areas filling them with ambient sound,which 
makes these ideal for swimming pools. To find out more about the 
technology visit www.amina.co.uk.

“We listen to a wide spectrum of music: from Buddha Bar to The Beatles,” 
comments the owner. “The Amina loudspeakers are excellent.” 

But of course there is another added advantage -the speakers are 
protected from the room’s environment by its thin layer of plaster. This 
makes them a great choice for areas with high moisture content such as 
bathrooms, swimming pools and kitchens. It also means you never have 
to clean them! 

“We listen to a wide spectrum of music: from Buddha Bar to The Beatles,” 
comments the owner. “The Amina loudspeakers are excellent.”
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A pool to dive for…
In this installation two Amina AIW5X (80 watt each) loudspeakers are 
used to provide the audio to the swimming pool from the central media 
server and can also relay the sound from the Aquivo 42’’ waterproof 
television.

For this professional couple Amina loudspeakers have enabled them to 
create their perfect pool even down to the last invisible detail.


